In this paper, we propose a new model in Lie-N-algebra that removes big bang singularity and produces the world with all it's objects and dimensions from nothing. We name this theory as G(God)-theory. In this model, first, two types of energies with opposite signs are produced from nothing such as the sum over them be zero. They create two types of branes with opposite quantum numbers which interact with each other by exchanging bosonic tensor fields like graviton and compact. By compacting branes, fermionic tensor fields are emerged which some of them play the role of the gravitinos. Also, some dimensions take extra (i) factors, their properties become different and they behave like time dimensions. Gravitons and gravitinos create two types of wormholes which lead to the oscillation of branes between expansion and contracting branches. These wormholes produce a repulsive gravity in compacted branes and cause that their particles get away from each other and expansion branch begin. Also, they create an attractive gravity in opening branes and lead to closing their particles and starting the contraction epoch. Our universe is born on one of these branes and oscillates between contraction and expansion branch.
Introduction
One of the main puzzles in cosmology is the Big Bang singularity and the events that occur before it and lead to the concentration of infinite amounts of energy at one point. Recently, some authors calculated the second order Friedmann equations from the quantum corrected Raychaudhuri equation (QRE), and discussed that these equations contain two quantum correction terms, the first of which can be interpreted as cosmological constant, while the second as a radiation term in the early universe, which removes the big-bang singularity and suggests an infinite age of our universe [1] . In parallel, some models have been proposed to get rid the big-bang singularity in a system of M0-branes [2, 3, 4, 5] . In these papers, first, there aren't any gauge field and fermion and the world only consists of the scalar fields that are linked to zero dimensional objects, named M0-branes [2, 3] . Then, the M0-branes join to each other and build a system of M1 and anti-M1-branes connected by a wormhole which is known as an M1-BIon [4] . When the M0-branes link to each other symmetrically, gauge fields are created and by joining M0-branes anti-symmetrically, such as the upper and lower of M1-branes are different, fermions are born [3] . By linking M1-BIons to each other, M3-BIons are built, which each of them includes an M3, an anti-M3-brane and a wormhole that is a bridge between them [6, 7, 8] . Our universe is constructed on one of these M3-branes and by opening them, expands [3] .
Email addresses: alireza.sepehri@uk.ac.ir (Alireza Sepehri), pincak@saske.sk (Richard Pincak) However, M-theory can't create the phenomenological events in four dimensional universe. Because, only two stable objects, M2 and M5 are existed in this theory and the life-time of M3-brane which our universe is placed on it, is ignorable. On the other hand, properties of stable branes ( M2 and M5) are different from our universe and we can't apply these object for constructing the present universe. In additional,the origin of bosonic and fermionic fields and totally the supersymmetry is unclear in this theory.
To solve these puzzles, we have to build one bigger theory which removes the big bang singularity and considers the process of creation of all things from nothings. To construct this theory, we extend dimensions of algebra from two and three in string theory and M-theory to N and number of time-spacial dimension from 10 and 11 in these theories to M. We assume that at the beginning, there doesn't exist any energy, field and branes. Then, two positive and negative energies are created such as the sum over was zero. These energies produce M dimensions and two branes with opposite quantum numbers and some bosonic tensor fields. These fields which their rank changes from zero to dimension of branes interact with each other and lead to compacting of branes. During this compacting, some extra i's have been added to some dimensions and give the properties of time to them. Also, by compacting branes, fermionic superpartners of bosonic fields are born and supersymmetry emerges. Bosonic fields produce bosonic wormholes which by creation of attractive force, prevent from expansion of branes. Fermions create fermionic wormholes which by production repulsive force, prevent from contraction of branes. Thus, branes oscillate between contraction and expansion branches.
In section 2, we will consider the process of formation of branes and the emergence of supersymmetry and supergravity in G-theory. In section 3, we will construct BIon and obtain the scale factor of universe and parameters of wormhole in terms of time. The last section is devoted to a summary and conclusion.
The units used throughout the paper are: = c = 8πG = 1.
Emergence of the supersymmetry and the supergravity in G-theory
Previously, it has been shown that all Dp-branes in string theories are built from D0-branes which obey from Lie-twoalgebra with two dimensional brackets [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12] :
Also, all Mp-branes in M-theory are constructed from M0-branes which obey from Lie-three-algebra with three dimensional brackets [2, 3, 4, 5, 13, 14, 15, 16] :
where X M (i=1,3,...10) are scalar strings which are linked to M0-brane. Now, by using lie-N-algebra and generalizing dimensions to M, we construct a new theory which includes all properties of string theory and M-theory and resolves puzzles in them. By substituting N-dimensional brackets instead of three dimensional brackets in action of (1), we obtain the action of G0-brane in G-theory as:
where
Above action may transit to the action of M0-branes by putting N=3 and M=10 and also to the action of D0-brane for N=2 and M=9. Now, the question arises that what is the origin of this brane in G-theory? To answer this question, we suppose that first, two energies with opposite signs are produced such as the sum over them be zero. Then, these energies create 2M degrees of freedom which each two of them cause to creation of new dimension. After that, M-N of degrees of freedom are hidden by compacting half of M-N dimensions on a circle to create Lie-Nalgebra. During this process, the behaviour of some dimensions changes and they form times. Also, for second energy, the properties of more dimensions change which lead to the emergence of more time coordinates. Thus, physics of branes is completely different from anti-branes. Let us to begin with two oscillating energies which are created from nothing, excited and produce M dimensions with 2M degrees of freedom. We obtain:
where N 1/2 are the number of degrees of freedom for first and second energies. The shape of above energies is similar to the shape of action of Gp-branes, however their algebra has M dimensional bracket, while G0-brane has N dimensional bracket and for producing this algebra, we should remove M-N of degrees of freedom by compacting. To achieve this aim, we apply the mechanism in [13, 14, 15, 16] and replace
where l P is the Planck length. We derive the below action for first energy:
Some scalar strings take one extra (i) and expand in time directions. Obviously, in G-theory, there exists M-N time coordinates where M is dimension of world and N is dimension of algebra. The reason that we only observe one time dimension is our living in four dimensional universe and observing three dimensional brackets of M-theory. For this reason, for us, M=4 and N=3 and thus we have only one time dimension. For second energy which it's sign is opposite to first energy, we have some extra time dimensions:
Thus, properties of anti-branes which are created by this energy is different and we have more time dimensions. For example, in one four dimensional anti-universe, there exists more time coordinates and all things are changed. Until now, we have considered only symmetrical compacting, however maybe, during this process, the symmetry of system is broken and only upper or lower part of one dimension is compactified and fermions are emerged(X → ψ U ψ L ) [3] . To include non-symmetrical compacting, we use the mechanism in [4] , and compactify Mth dimension of branes on a circle with radius R by choosing
fermions in action of (6). We get:
This action includes both fermionic and bosonic degrees of freedom and supersymmetry emerges. If we assume that all scalars depend only on one time coordinates and (R = l 1/2 P ) , we achieve to action of G0-branes. Thus, actions for G0-brane and G0-anti-brane contain both bosonic and fermionic fields which are created as due to symmetrical or non-symmetrical compacting of dimensions. Also, time which is a puzzle in cosmology is produced by compacting. Thus, we conclude that all fields have the same origin and begin from nothing. Then, by different compactification, different shapes of matters emerge.
To write actions in terms of gauge fields and derivatives respect to fields, we have to use of some laws [2, 3, 4, 5, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16] :
HereĀ a 2 ..a n are fermionic superpartners of gauge bosons A a 2 ..a n and ψ are the fermionic superpartner of scalar strings X. Using rules of equation (9), following mechanism in [2, 3, 4, 5, 10, 11, 12] and summing over actions of G0-branes and anti-G-branes, we derive the following action for Gp-branes:
These actions transit to action of Dp-brane for N=2 and M=9 and action of Mp-brane for N=3 and M=10 [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16] . Also, it is clear that for each scalar, there is a fermion and for each bosonic gauge field with each rank, there exist a fermionic gauge field with the same rank. This means that these actions are supersymmetric and the number of degrees of freedom for both fermions and bosons are the same. Now, we like to produce the supergravity in this new G-theory. For this reason, we assume that A ab has the role of graviton andĀ ab plays the role of gravitino and other higher dimensional fields have the below relations with these particles: F a 1 ,a 2 ,..a n = ∂ [a 5 ..∂ a nR a 1 ,a 2 ,a 3 ,a 4 
where (g a ′ b ′ andḡ a ′ b ′ ) are graviton and gravitino respectively. Using equation of (12) in action of (10 and 11) , we obtain the action of Gp-brane in terms of curvatures and metrics:
In above actions, there exists the high agreements between number of degrees of freedom for fermions and bosons like the usual actions in supergravity ( [17, 18] ). For example, for each scalar, there exists a fermionic superpartner and for various gravitonic terms with different orders of derivatives, variuos gravitinoic terms with the same orders of derivatives appear. In additional, the sign of bosonic gravity is different from fermionic gravity and they may cancel the effect of each other and produce the flat universe. On the other hand, with respect to the difference in number of times on branes and anti-branes, different gravities may emerge which lead to difference in forces on branes and anti-branes.
Emergence of the universe and wormholes in G-theory
Until now, we have obtained the shape of actions for supergravity in G-theory. Now, we show that gravitons and gravitionos produce two types of wormholes which prevent from complete contraction and expansion of branes and lead to the oscillation. To this end, using the method in ( [4, 19] ), we replace the curvatures by functions F and obtain the Hamiltonian. Also, for simplicity, we assume
where indices ± refer to the fields on brane and anti-branes respectively. Also, σ is the separation distance between two ends of one brane, z and y denote the lengths of bosonic and fermionic wormholes between branes and their nth derivatives are shown by z n(
Using these assumptions in equations (13 and 14), we derive the total Hamiltonian of the system of the brane and anti-brane as: (15) where functions of F are defined as follows:
These Hamiltonians are very similar to the Hamiltonians of BIon in [2, 3, 4, 19] . Obviously, curvatures of bosonic gravitons and fermionic gravitinos create two types of wormhole which their signatures and couplings arenot the same. The signs of Hamiltonians of wormholes which are produced by bosonic gravitons and fermionic gravitinos on anti-branes are different. This means that the potential energy of one brane which is negative, produce attractive force and the potential energy of another brane which is positive produces the repulsive force. Thus, physics of branes is different from the one of anti-branes. By extracting the wave equation from above Hamiltonian and solving them, we obtain the explicit forms of z ± and y ± : 
where σ 0 is throat of wormhole. To build universe in BIon, we assume that (σ) is the separation distance between ends of one brane. Thus, these solutions show that for contacting point ( σ = 0), the length of gravitonic wormholes is zero. By increasing the separation distance between ends of brane (σ), this length increases, turns over a maximum and tends to zero at throat σ 0 . Then, one new bosonic wormhole is produced, it's length grows with increasing σ and tends to infinity at σ = ∞.
On the other hand, the length of fermionic wormholes is ∞ at contracting point ( σ = 0 ) and tends to zero at throat σ 0 . Then, one new fermionic wormhole is born, it's length increases with increasing σ, turns over a maximum and tends to zero when the separation distance between two ends of one b rane is ∞. Thus, fermionic and bosonic wormholes prevent from closing and getting away of ends of branes from each other and lead to the oscillation. For simplicity, we suppose that σ 0,bosonic,brane = σ 0,bosonic,anti−brane and σ 0 f ermionic,brane = σ 0, f ermionic,anti−brane and by using equations (17, 18, 19, 20) in equation (15) and after many approximations, we calculate the potential and force for this system:
These results show that when two ends of one brane are completely close to each other at contracting point( σ = 0), the potential of gravitonic wormholes is zero. By growing the separation distance between ends of branes and it's expansion, bosonic wormhole creates a repulsive potential and anti-gravity force which first increases, turns over a maximum and then reduces to zero at σ 0,bosonic,brane . After this distance, bosonic potential becomes attractive, gravity is born and prevents from getting away of ends of one brane. On the other hand, the gravitino creates a wormhole which leads to production of repulsive potential and anti-gravity for small separation distance between ends of one brane. This potential is ∞ at contracting point ( σ = 0) and causes that two ends of one brane get away from each other fastly. By growing the separation distance between these ends, repulsive gravity decreases and tends to zero at σ 0, f ermionic,brane . Then, the sign of potential changes and antigravity converts to gravity. This gravity increases, turns over a maximum and tends to zero when separation distance between two ends of one brane is ∞.
To study the evolution of universe in G-theory, we will use of conservation law and put the energy density of universe equal to energy density of Bion. By assuming, σ = t and σ 0 = t 0 , where t 0 is boundary time between contraction and expansion phase, we can write:
where a 0 is the scale factor of universe between contaction and expansion phases and is the maximal length of universe. These equations show that scale factor of universe is zero at (t = 0) which is a maximal of contraction branch. Then, it grows by passing time and tends to a = a 0 at t = t s (end of expansion phase) and after this point, shrinks to zero at t = ∞ (end of contraction epoch). These evolutions are controlled by bosonic and fermionic wormholes. At maximal contacting point (t=0), the parameter of fermionic wormhole is infinite and this wormhole produces a repulsive gravity which leads to opening universe, ending contraction era and starting expansion branch. During expansion phase, the parameter of bosonic wormhole grows and tend to infinity. This wormhole creates an attractive gravity which leads to contracting universe and end of expansion phase. Thus, in G-theory, all universes, wormholes and fields are emerged from nothing and Big Bang puzzle can be resolved completely.
Summary and conclusion
In this research, by extending algebra from three to N and number of time-spacial dimensions from 11 to M, we propose a new theory which in it, all dimensions and branes are created from nothing. We name this theory as G(God)-theory. In this theory, first, there is nothing. Then, two types of degrees of freedoms with opposite signs are born which create two types of energies with opposite sign such as the sum over them be zero. These energies are excited, produce different dimensions and lead to the emergence of two types of branes with opposite quantum numbers. On these branes, bosonic tensor fields live which their rank changes from zero to dimensions of brane and some of them play the role of the graviton. By compacting branes, fermionic superpartners of bosonic fields like the gravitino are created and some dimensions take extra "i" factor and play the role of time. Gravitons produce bosonic wormholes which lead to the emergence of one attractive potential between particles which grows and tends to infinity during contraction branch of branes. Thus, attractive force between particles leads to their closing, the end of expansion epoch and starting contraction branch. Gravitinoes create fermionic wormholes which cause to the appearance of one repulsive potential between particles during expansion branch. Consequently, the repulsive force between particles leads to their getting away, the end of contraction epoch and begining expansion era.
